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Features – Design & Development

Activities Completed

➢ JIRA cases (set 3) – development completed (ETC for QA release : 31 Jan 2022)

Activities In Progress

Below listed features are in ‘Development in Progress’ status.

➢ JIRA cases (set 4) (ETC for QA release : 18 Feb 2022)
➢ Medusa (ETC for QA release : 4 March 2022)

Activities planned for the week of 31st January

➢ Configure the Notifications in Fibi
➢ Configure JHU reports in Fibi
➢ Continue with the development of ‘in progress’ features
Features – Design & Development (cont’d…)

Activities Requiring Attention

“Proposal Locking” Feature

✓ Development completed

✓ Deployment requires a change in the existing server architecture to include Redis and Node components

✓ Polus has submitted the duly filled Security questionnaire form to the JHU Central IT team

➢ JHU Central IT team is currently reviewing the requirement.

Next step: Once the review is completed, JHU Central IT team to include Redis and Node components in SdFibi and FibiQA instances.
Integration

**Master Views**

1. SWIFT
2. JAWS
3. MyRAP
4. Accounting Dashboard
5. FCOI
6. FacultyForce

- Master Views deployed in SdFibi
- JHU to provide the updated View codes for validation/comparison
- Extensive testing will be conducted once the test Data migration is completed
- Views will be moved to QA once it is successfully tested in SdFibi
Integration (cont’d…)

7. IRB

- Deployed in SdFibi.
- SIT completed successfully between SdFibi and IRB Test instance.

**Next steps**: a) JHU to test the integration between SdFibi and IRB Test instance and provide sign-off

- b) Proceed with SIT between FibiQA and IRB QA

8. LearnShare

- Deployed in SdFibi.
- SIT completed successfully between SdFibi and LearnShare Production instance

**Next steps**: a) JHU to test the integration between SdFibi and IRB Test instance and provide sign-off

- b) Proceed with SIT between FibiQA and IRB QA
Integration (cont’d…)

9. **SAP Proposal**
   - Code deployed in SdFibi.
   - Extensive testing can be done once Sample data migration is completed
   - SAP Test instance details required.

10. **SAP Award**
    - Code deployed in SdFibi
    - Polus is currently reviewing the current logic after taking into account the changes made to Fibi Award module behaviour to accommodate ‘Concurrent variation request’ feature

11. **SAP Sponsor** - Code deployed in SdFibi. Polus team is currently reviewing the integration

12. **SAP HR** - Code deployed in SdFibi. Polus team is currently reviewing the integration.
Data migration

**Activities Completed**

➢ Loading of data in QAFibi’s Staging table

**Activities In Progress**

➢ Sample migration and testing of the scripts in SdFibi
➢ Refine the scripts
➢ Loading of lookup tables in QAFibi

**Activities Planned for the week of 31st January**

➢ Prepare migration scripts for ‘Award Data’
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